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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2007049035A1] A saw blade (12) has an elongate cutting portion (18) with a series of cutting teeth, a separately-formed elongate
support portion (20) for supporting the cutting portion, and at least one arrangement (22) for releasably fastening the cutting portion and the support
portion together such that the cutting portion and fastening means lie within the kerf of the blade. If the teeth become blunt or lose their set, the
cutting portion can therefore be discarded and replaced without the need to replace the support portion. Also, the cutting portion and the support
portion may be made of different materials, or differently treated materials, so as to optimise their individual cutting and supporting functions.
Furthermore, the cutting portion may be replaced with a different cutting portion having different characteristics without the need to replace the whole
blade. Moreover, the saw blade in combination with a number of cutting portions takes up less storage space than the same number of conventional
saw blades.
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